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1. INTRODUCTION {#gbb12549-sec-0001}
===============

The stress response (SR) is an organism\'s response to actual or perceived threats to homeostasis.[1](#gbb12549-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#gbb12549-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Intense acute stress or prolonged stress that overwhelms the body\'s SR system is detrimental to an organism\'s health[3](#gbb12549-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} and associated with the onset or aggravation of a broad spectrum of psychiatric disorders such as major depressive disorder and post‐traumatic stress disorder.[4](#gbb12549-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#gbb12549-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#gbb12549-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#gbb12549-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} The SR is mediated primarily by the hypothalamic‐pituitary‐adrenocortical (HPA) axis. Not only are alterations in HPA axis activity one of the most consistent findings among people with psychiatric disorders, but also normalization of HPA axis activity is a critical parameter that determines patients\' prognoses and risk of relapse.[8](#gbb12549-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#gbb12549-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#gbb12549-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#gbb12549-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#gbb12549-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} To devise effective therapeutic strategies for complex psychiatric disorders, it is essential to advance our understanding regarding the pathways and genes that regulate the HPA axis and, in turn, how alterations in HPA axis activity may lead to psychiatric illness.

Evolved and conserved in vertebrates, activation of the HPA axis leads to the secretion of glucocorticoids (GCs) from the adrenal gland cortical layer in tetrapods[13](#gbb12549-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#gbb12549-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} and from the interrenal cells (HPI axis) in teleost fish.[15](#gbb12549-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} GCs, such as cortisol in humans and zebrafish or corticosterone in rodents, are effector molecules that modulate the SR.[16](#gbb12549-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#gbb12549-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#gbb12549-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} GC signaling via cognate receptors (corticosteroid receptors \[CRs\]) mediates pleiotropic effects of SR in a tissue‐specific manner. CRs include type I (mineralocorticoid receptor \[MR\] encoded by *nr3c2* \[nuclear receptor subfamily 3 group c member 2\]) and type II (glucocorticoid receptor \[GR\] encoded by *nr3c1*) receptors. There is a potentially yet‐to‐be‐identified group of membrane‐associated G‐protein‐coupled receptors (GPCRs).[19](#gbb12549-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#gbb12549-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#gbb12549-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} As members of nuclear receptor family transcription factors, GR and MR have been most extensively investigated as agents of gene expression changes. However, the temporal characteristics of GC activity point to biphasic actions of GC‐CR interactions. Slower responses involving changes in gene expression usually take more than 30 minutes to manifest and are known as the genomic response. Rapid nongenomic responses occur within minutes and involve various downstream signaling pathways.[22](#gbb12549-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#gbb12549-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#gbb12549-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} Mounting evidence suggests that nuclear receptor family transcription factors (GR and MR), as well as putative membrane‐associated receptors, play a role in rapid nongenomic GC signaling that is transcription‐independent.[25](#gbb12549-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#gbb12549-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#gbb12549-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}

Although decades of research have provided fundamental understandings on HPA axis regulation, we still lack a sensitive behavioral assay paradigm that we can correlate the changes at the molecular level to those in behavior. The lack of investigative tools is particularly unmistakable in the rapid time domain where acute stressors evoke behavioral changes in living animals within seconds to minutes. Our group previously reported that larval zebrafish respond to hyperosmotic stress (application of sodium chloride \[NaCl\]) with increased frequencies of locomotion.[28](#gbb12549-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} The zebrafish, a teleost with conserved cortisol‐synthetic pathways and SR genes, serves as an effective model system for genetic and pharmacological manipulations to investigate the SR. Building on our prior findings, we have developed a sensitive behavioral assay that captures alterations in HPA axis activity with a quantifiable readout in order to establish a causal relationship between perturbed HPA axis activity and altered locomotion in response to mild salinity or light illumination changes. Here we show, using larval zebrafish, that rapid locomotor response to acute stressors requires cortisol secretion via the action of melanocortin receptor type 2 (*mc2r*; adrenocorticotropic hormone \[ACTH\] receptor) and depends on the canonical CR type II (GR) encoded by *nr3c1*. As such locomotor changes occur within minutes of stressor applications, our assay system provides an effective platform to screen for genetic, pharmacological or environmental modifiers of rapid responses of the HPA axis and will contribute to a better understanding of the role that rapid GC signaling plays in behavioral adaptation.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS {#gbb12549-sec-0002}
========================

2.1. Materials and equipment {#gbb12549-sec-0003}
----------------------------

All the materials and equipment used for this study are listed in the Supporting Information, Table [S1](#gbb12549-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

2.2. Zebrafish husbandry {#gbb12549-sec-0004}
------------------------

Wild‐type (WT) zebrafish (*Danio rerio*) were purchased from Segrest Farm and maintained in the Zebrafish Core Facility. Fish are handled following standard practices[29](#gbb12549-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} and guidelines from the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) in the Mayo Clinic (A34513‐13‐R16, A8815‐15). Adult zebrafish are kept in a 9 L (25‐35 fish) or 3 L housing tanks (10‐15) at 28.5°C with a light/dark cycle of 14/10 hours. Zebrafish gonads begin developing around 15 dpf (day‐post fertilization).[30](#gbb12549-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} A multifactorial sexual differentiation process involving multiple genes and environmental factors takes place around 25 dpf and is considered completed around 60 dpf.[31](#gbb12549-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#gbb12549-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#gbb12549-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} Sexes are not determined in larval fish (5 dpf) in this study.

2.3. Production of custom light boxes {#gbb12549-sec-0005}
-------------------------------------

Light boxes are designed to provide illumination from the bottom (Mayo Clinic Division of Engineering). Light sources are LED diodes on a strip with white or infrared light emission. Light is diffused through white acrylic board to minimize reflection and maximize recording efficiency from a video camcorder (HDR‐CX560V, Sony Corp., New York) mounted at the top of the assay chamber. The dimension of a light box is 18.25″ × 20.625″. Multiple units of light boxes were purchased from Super Bright LEDs Inc. (St. Louis, Missouri) and engineered to have dual light sources and a control panel to adjust the intensity. White light illumination was adjusted to high (dual light assays) or medium (NaCl/cinnamon oil assays). The wavelength of white light is between 430 and 710 nm while that of infrared light was between 790 and 880 nm (Figure [S1](#gbb12549-supitem-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

2.4. Locomotor behavioral assays: Light {#gbb12549-sec-0006}
---------------------------------------

The dual light assay takes advantage of fish visual responses and downstream behavior (Figure [1](#gbb12549-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}B). Data from De Marco et al, suggested that nontransgenic control fish that were first dark acclimated and then exposed to blue or yellow light, like transgenics with an optogenetically induced proopiomelanocortin (*pomc*) gene, resulted in increased locomotion and cortisol release.[34](#gbb12549-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} We applied these observations to our understanding that zebrafish are essentially blind in an environment illuminated only with infrared (IR) light,[35](#gbb12549-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#gbb12549-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} hypothesizing that changing light illumination increases locomotion through activation of the HPI axis.

![Stress assay paradigms. A, Experimental flow. Embryos are collected from natural spawning on day 0. Dead embryos are cleaned up and fresh embryo media is provided on 0 and 1 dpf. On 3 dpf, morphologically normal larval fish are plated onto 48‐well plates. On 5 dpf, stress assays are performed. B, Dual light assays. Larvae are acclimated for 30 minutes in infrared (IR) light. Baseline locomotor activity is recorded in IR for 15 minutes, followed by 50 seconds of white light stimulation. Posttreatment locomotor activity is recorded in IR for 20 minutes. C, Hyperosmotic stress assays. Larvae are acclimated for 30 minutes in white light. Baseline locomotor activity is recorded for 15 minutes, followed by addition of NaCl or cinnamon oil (noxious stimulant control). Posttreatment locomotor activity is recorded for 30 minutes. Initial 10 minutes were used for statistical analysis for cinnamon oil assays](GBB-18-na-g006){#gbb12549-fig-0001}

Embryos are obtained through natural breeding and maintained in 100 × 15 mm petri dishes at 28.5°C in a light/dark cycle of 14/10 hours. Unfertilized embryos are eliminated on the same day (0 dpf) and any morphologically abnormal embryos the following day (1 dpf). Fresh 0.5× embryo media is provided (1 dpf).[29](#gbb12549-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} A single larva is placed into each well of a 48‐well plate with 500 μL of embryo media on 3 dpf. On 5 dpf, behavioral assays are performed because cortisol response to exogenous stimuli begins on 4 dpf (Figure [1](#gbb12549-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A).[37](#gbb12549-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#gbb12549-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} Larval zebrafish are acclimated in a pair of 48‐well plates in IR (850 nm) for 30 minutes, exposed to a brief illumination in white light (50 seconds), and then back in IR for 30 minutes (Figure [1](#gbb12549-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}B). The duration of white light illumination (50 seconds) was determined based on our experiments that 50 seconds of white light illumination consistently elicited a significantly increased locomotor response (Figure [2](#gbb12549-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A). Their locomotor activity (total distance moved) is video‐recorded in IR for 15 minutes (baseline), white light for 50 seconds (treatment) and IR for 30 minutes (posttreatment). While the posttreatment recording is done for 30 minutes, the initial 20 minutes is used for analysis because the activity returns to baseline levels within 20 minutes. Video recordings (30 fps) in infrared light are performed in the "Nightshot" mode in the video camcorder without using its own infrared beam to eliminate glaring. Video recordings (30 fps) during white light treatment are performed with a regular recording mode. The recording modes were manually changed by pressing the button on the camcorder. The difference in locomotion after abrupt light change (IR‐white‐IR) during the posttreatment period (IR) is quantified with an in‐house developed locomotor tracking software.[39](#gbb12549-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} The output of the software is a CSV (comma separated values) file with locomotor response information, which was analyzed using R (R Foundation, Vienna, Austria) or IBM SPSS (IBM, Armonk, New York).

![Wild‐type larval zebrafish response to acute stressors. We examined the acute response of larvae derived from natural crosses of WT zebrafish in several assays. A, Dual light assays with varied lengths of white light illumination (shown as blue bar with times 15, 30, 60, 600 or 1800 seconds). All larvae were 5 dpf. B, Dual light assays with larvae at different developmental stages (3, 4 or 5 dpf) after a 50‐second white light illumination. C, Cinnamon oil control assays on (3, 4 or 5 dpf) larvae. D, Whole‐body cortisol levels in larvae (5 dpf) after a 50‐second white light illumination. E, NaCl assays with varying NaCl concentrations on 5 dpf larvae (5 dpf). Line graphs in A, B, C and E show the rolling mean of the larval distance moved. The locomotor activity at each second is the mean distance fish moved during the preceding 60 seconds (mean ± 95%CI \[shading\]). Bar graphs in A, B, C and E show the mean distance larvae moved over the time course (mm/min; mean ± 95%CI) (baseline: 5 minutes; posttreatment: 20 minutes \[light assays\], 30 minutes \[NaCl assays\] or 10 minutes \[cinnamon oil control assays\]). The line graph in D shows pg cortisol per mg of total protein over time following a 50‐second white light exposure at time 0. In bar graphs, different letters indicate a significant difference between groups (Tukey\'s honest significant difference test, *P* \< 0.05). The number of individual larvae measured is shown at the base of each bar graph](GBB-18-na-g005){#gbb12549-fig-0002}

2.5. Locomotor behavioral assays: Sodium chloride and cinnamon oil {#gbb12549-sec-0007}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The hyperosmotic stress assay (application of NaCl) is based on fish osmoregulation (Figure [1](#gbb12549-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}C). Zebrafish, a freshwater teleost, depend primarily on cortisol signaling for osmoregulation.[40](#gbb12549-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#gbb12549-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} We previously reported that WT larval zebrafish (4 dpf) display increased frequencies of locomotion (number of movement/min) in response to hyperosmotic stress[28](#gbb12549-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} and that knockouts of endocannabinoid signaling genes *cnr1* and *faah2a* and several novel genetic loci discovered in a pilot forward genetic screen show altered locomotor response to hyperosmotic stress.[42](#gbb12549-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#gbb12549-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} Others have observed that larval zebrafish swim away from an area with an increased osmolarity.[44](#gbb12549-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}

A noxious stimulant assay, using cinnamon oil (7.4 μg/mL), has been used as a control paradigm to show that changes in locomotion are not due to a simple loss of locomotor capacity (Figure [1](#gbb12549-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}C). Cinnamon oil is a natural product that is detected by transient receptor potential ion channel ankyrin 1 (*TRPA1*) in mammals that responds to pain inducing noxious stimuli such as the active ingredients in garlic and wasabi.[45](#gbb12549-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} Cinnamon oil is a chemical irritant to zebrafish, detected by *trpa1b* expressed in sensory neurons that innervate skin cells, and elicits rapid escape response leading to increased locomotion.[39](#gbb12549-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#gbb12549-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#gbb12549-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}

All preparation protocols are the same as the description in light assays. Larval zebrafish (5 dpf) are acclimated in a pair of 48‐well plates (400 μL embryo media/ell) in white light for 30 minutes and challenged with 100 mM NaCl by adding 100 uL of 500 mM NaCl (similarly, 5× working stock for cinnamon oil assays) (final volume of 500 uL; Figure [1](#gbb12549-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}C). Their locomotion is video‐recorded as baseline (15 minutes) and posttreatment (30 minutes) before and after NaCl (or cinnamon oil) application. As the purpose of cinnamon oil assay is to show that fish have locomotor response capacity, the initial 10 minutes are used for statistical analysis of cinnamon oil control assays. The final concentration of NaCl is 100 mM, and 7.41 μg/mL (\~50 μM) for cinnamon oil. A matching vehicle (VEH) treatment is used: embryo media for NaCl and DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide; 0.1% DMSO in embryo media; Sigma, St. Louis, Missouri) for cinnamon oil.

2.6. Statistical analysis {#gbb12549-sec-0008}
-------------------------

All data are reported as means ± 95% confidence interval (CI) unless otherwise stated. Statistical analysis is performed using R language and IBM SPSS Version 22. For multiple statistical comparisons among several treatment conditions, two‐way or three‐way mixed analysis of variance (mixed ANOVA) was used. In two‐way mixed ANOVA, there were a between‐subjects factor and a within‐subjects factor. For example, in dual‐light assays, the genotype (WT, het or hom) was a between‐subjects factor and the two time‐points of locomotor response measurement (labeled as exposure), obtained before or after the white light illumination exposure, were a within‐subjects factor. In three‐way mixed ANOVA, there were two between‐subjects factors and a within‐subjects factor. In hyperosmotic stress (NaCl) assays, the genotype (WT, het or hom) and the treatment condition (VEH vs NaCl) were two between‐subjects factors. The two time‐points of locomotor response measurement (labeled as exposure) obtained before or after the chemical treatment exposure were a within‐subjects factor. ANOVA analyses were followed by post‐hoc analysis (Tukey\'s honest significant difference test). For statistical comparisons involving two treatment groups, the Student\'s *t* test was used.

3. RESULTS {#gbb12549-sec-0009}
==========

3.1. Conception of an acute stress assay paradigm {#gbb12549-sec-0010}
-------------------------------------------------

The behavioral assay comprises two stress paradigms and a noxious stimulant locomotor control paradigm. Acute stressors are chosen to capitalize on zebrafish biology that they are diurnal, freshwater fish. One stressor includes abrupt changes in light and the other includes an acute increase in salinity. A noxious stimulant, cinnamon oil, is used as a positive control for locomotor activity (Figure [1](#gbb12549-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).

3.2. Abrupt light change increases locomotor response in WT larvae {#gbb12549-sec-0011}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Because larval zebrafish display clear phototaxic behaviors and wavelength preference,[34](#gbb12549-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#gbb12549-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#gbb12549-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} we hypothesized that abrupt changes in light illumination are unexpected disruptions that are interpreted as a stressor to induce HPI axis activity and locomotor response. To test the hypothesis, we challenged WT larvae (5 dpf) with abrupt changes in light conditions (IR‐white‐IR) with varying lengths of white light (15, 30, 60, 600 or 1800 seconds). Significant differences in locomotor response were observed based on the duration of (15, 30, 60, 600 or 1800 seconds) and exposure to (pre‐ vs postillumination) white light (two‐factor interaction; two‐way ANOVA; *F* ~4,1111~ = 15.45, *P* \< 0.0005; Figure [2](#gbb12549-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A). Locomotor response significantly increased post‐light exposure (single factor main effect; *F* ~1,1111~ = 796.41, *P* \< 0.0005) and significantly differed based on the durations of white light (single factor; *F* ~4,1111~ = 42.33, *P* \< 0.0005). After this set of experiments, 50 seconds of white light illumination were used throughout the project because it consistently elicited significantly increased locomotion.

In the ensuing experiments with 50‐seconds of white light illumination, we explored the effect of developmental stages. WT larvae on 4 and 5 dpf, but not on 3 dpf, showed a significantly increased locomotor activity during the postexposure period in infrared light (Figure [2](#gbb12549-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}B). Locomotor response significantly differed by the two‐factor interaction of the larval age (3, 4 or 5 dpf) and exposure (pre‐ vs postillumination) (*F* ~2,1126~ = 38.32, *P* \< 0.0005). Locomotion was significantly different based solely on larval age (single factor; *F* ~2,1126~ = 52.99, *P* \< 0.0005) or on exposure (single factor; *F* ~1,1126~ = 227.62, *P* \< 0.0005).

When larval zebrafish on 3, 4 or 5 dpf were challenged with cinnamon oil, all age groups showed significantly increased locomotor response post cinnamon oil treatment (Figure [2](#gbb12549-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}C). Larval age resulted in significantly different locomotor response to treatment and exposure (three‐way interaction among larval age, treatment \[VEH vs cinn\], and the exposure \[pre‐ vs postexposure to the treatment\]; *F* ~2,1286~ = 16.29, *P* \< 0.0005). All two‐way interactions were significant (time and treatment \[*F* ~1,1286~ = 1037.71, *P* \< 0.0005\], time and larval age \[*F* ~2,1286~ = 61.85, *P* \< 0.0005\] or larval age and treatment \[*F* ~2,1286~ = 20.21, *P* \< 0.0005\]).

3.3. Abrupt light change increases whole‐body cortisol levels in WT larvae {#gbb12549-sec-0012}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

After observing that abrupt light change increases locomotion in larval zebrafish from 4 dpf on, we tested whether such an increase is correlated with increased whole‐body cortisol levels. After a 50‐second white light illumination, larval fish (5 dpf) samples are collected at 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 and 60 minutes after the white light illumination was initiated. The whole‐body cortisol levels were significantly increased at 2.5, 5, 10 and 15 minutes time points compared with that of the control group (0 minutes) (one‐way ANOVA; *F* ~7,28~ = 22.76, *P* \< 0.0005; Figure [2](#gbb12549-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}D). The increased whole‐body cortisol levels returned to a value equivalent to that of control samples by 20 minutes. The significant increase in whole‐body cortisol levels from 2.5 to 15 minutes coincides with the increased locomotor activity that begins within 2 minutes of light stimulation and lasts for about 15 minutes (Figure [2](#gbb12549-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A,B).

3.4. Salinity change increases locomotor response in WT larvae {#gbb12549-sec-0013}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Larvae (5 dpf) treated with NaCl display significantly increased locomotor activities and the response is concentration‐dependent (Figure [2](#gbb12549-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}E). Locomotor response significantly differed based on the salt concentration (VEH, 50, 100, 150 or 200 mM) and exposure (pre‐ vs postexposure to the treatment) (two‐way ANOVA; *F* ~4,379~ = 12.76, *P* \< 0.0005). Locomotor response was significantly different based on the salt concentration (single factor; *F* ~4,379~ = 11.28, *P* \< 0.0005) or on the exposure (single factor; *F* ~1,379~ = 135.55, *P* \< 0.0005).

3.5. Rapid locomotor response to acute stressors is decreased in *mc2r* ^*−/−*^ mutant larvae {#gbb12549-sec-0014}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The association between increased locomotion and increased whole‐body cortisol levels suggests a link between cortisol signaling and the observed rapid locomotor response. We tested this hypothesis by blocking systemic GC synthesis by knocking out *mc2r* (ACTH receptor). We produced three *mc2r* exon 2 mutant zebrafish alleles (*mc2r* ^*mn57*^, *mc2r* ^*mn58*^ or *mc2r* ^*mn59*^) (Table [S2](#gbb12549-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). All three alleles are frame‐shift mutations, two 4‐ and one 5‐base pair deletion, which occur at amino acid residue M106 (mn57), C105 (mn58) or M106 (mn59), resulting in scrambled amino acids after this position until truncating with a premature stop codon at amino acid residue 108, 108 or 123, respectively. When 5‐dpf larval zebrafish, obtained by in‐crossing heterozygous parents, were subject to abrupt light changes (15 minutes in IR, 50 seconds in white light, and 20 minutes in IR), *mc2r* homozygous mutant siblings showed a significantly decreased locomotor response compared with that of WT siblings (Figure [3](#gbb12549-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A). Locomotor response was significantly different based on the genotype (WT, het or hom) and exposure (two‐way ANOVA; *F* ~2,286~ = 18.82, *P* \< 0.0005). Locomotor response was significantly different based on the genotype (single factor; *F* ~2,286~ = 4.88, *P* = 0.008) or on the exposure (single factor; *F* ~1,286~ = 166.07, *P* \< 0.0005). WT and het siblings showed the peak response within a 5‐minute window and a smaller peak between 10‐ and 15‐minute window after a 50‐second of white light illumination (Figure [3](#gbb12549-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}B). Both observed peaks are impacted by loss of *mc2r*.

![*mc2r* larvae: Locomotor response to acute stressors. We examined the acute response of larvae derived from natural crosses of *mc2r* ^*+/−*^ fish (WT \[+/+\], heterozygous \[+/−\] or homozygous \[−/−\]) in several assays. (A) Dual light assays, (B) NaCl assays, (C) cinnamon oil control assays and (D) treatment with ACTH or cortisol. The larvae in (D) carried a single copy of the SR4G transgene. Line graphs in A, B and C show the rolling mean of the larval distance moved (5 dpf). The locomotor activity at each second is the mean distance fish moved during the preceding 60 seconds (mean ± 95%CI \[shading\]). Bar graphs in A, B and C show the mean larval distance moved over the time course (mm/min; mean ± 95%CI) (baseline: 5 minutes; posttreatment: 20 minutes \[light assays\], 30 minutes \[NaCl assays\] or 10 minutes \[cinnamon oil control assays\]). Bar graphs in (D) show relative EGFP transcript levels compared with WT treated with vehicle. In bar graphs, different letters indicate a significant difference between groups (Tukey\'s honest significant difference test, *P* \< 0.05). The number of individual larvae measured is shown at the base of each bar graph. SR4G: Stress responsive 4‐hour half‐life GFP](GBB-18-na-g001){#gbb12549-fig-0003}

The necessity of *mc2r*‐driven systemic GC synthesis for rapid locomotor response was examined in the context of sudden salinity changes. When we challenged *mc2r* fish (WT, het or hom) with 100 mM NaCl, *mc2r* homozygous mutant siblings showed a severely decreased, near significant (*P* = 0.054), locomotor response compared with that of WT siblings (Figure [3](#gbb12549-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}B). Locomotor response was near significantly different based on the genotype, treatment (VEH vs NaCl) and exposure (three‐way ANOVA; *F* ~2,966~ = 2.93, *P* = 0.054). There were significant two‐way interactions in all combinations of two factors (genotype and exposure \[*F* ~2,966~ = 3.89, *P* = 0.021\], treatment and exposure \[*F* ~1,966~ = 129.47, *P* \< 0.0005\] or genotype and treatment \[*F* ~2,966~ = 4.13, *P* = 0.016\]). These findings further show that GC synthesis and HPA axis output are critical factors for locomotor response to acute stressors.

To assure that the decrease in locomotion observed in *mc2r* homozygous mutants is a function of the acute SR rather than skeletomuscular defects, we performed cinnamon oil assays. Upon cinnamon oil challenge, *mc2r* homozygous mutants showed a comparable locomotor response to that of WT siblings for the first 10‐minute window, showing preservation of their locomotor capacity (Figure [3](#gbb12549-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}C). Locomotor response did not significantly differ based on the genotype, treatment (VEH vs cinn), and exposure (three‐way ANOVA; *F* ~2,377~ = 0.20, *P* = 0.821). Treatment effect on locomotor response was significant pre‐ or postexposure (two‐way ANOVA; *F* ~1,377~ = 41.53, *P* \< 0.0005). Locomotor response was not significantly modified by other two way interactions (genotype and exposure \[*F* ~2,377~ = 0.40, *P* = 0.668\] or genotype and treatment \[*F* ~2,377~ = 0.72, *P* = 0.489\]). This shows that there was no difference in locomotor response across genotypes in response to the treatment (VEH vs cinn) pre‐ or postexposure during the initial 10‐minute window.

Since *mc2r* is the key receptor for on‐demand cortisol synthesis in response to ACTH signaling, we hypothesized that HPI axis activation in *mc2r* homozygous mutant fish is compromised due to decreased cortisol synthesis. To test the hypothesis, we generated an *mc2r* ^*+/−*^:SR4G^+/−^ transgenic zebrafish strain (*mc2r* heterozygous:SR4G transgene carrier) by crossing *mc2r* ^*mn57*^ heterozygous fish with the stress reporter SR4G zebrafish strain (stress responsive 4‐hour half‐life green fluorescent protein \[GFP\]), which we have previously characterized and reported.[50](#gbb12549-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} Briefly, expression of short half‐life enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) is driven by transcriptionally active GRs binding to synthetic glucocorticoid response elements (GREs). As a result, when stressed, SR4G fish produce EGFP and transcript levels can be used as a surrogate for HPI axis activation and activated GRs. We treated 5‐dpf larvae, obtained by in‐crossing *mc2r* ^*mn57*^:SR4G^+/−^ fish, with ACTH (10 μM) or cortisol (10 μM) and quantified the levels of EGFP transcripts with quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (qRT‐PCR). Following ACTH treatment, EGFP transcript levels were significantly different based on the genotype (WT, het or hom) and treatment (VEH vs ACTH) (two‐way ANOVA; *F* ~2,25~ = 56.02, *P* \< 0.0005; Figure [3](#gbb12549-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}D). In addition, ACTH‐treated WT siblings had a significantly higher level of EGFP transcripts compared with ACTH‐treated homozygotes (*t* test; genotype \[WT\]:treatment \[ACTH\] vs genotype \[hom\]:treatment \[ACTH\]; *t* = 16.34, *P* \< 0.0005). On the contrary, in the cortisol experiment, whereas there was a significant two‐way interaction of genotype and treatment (VEH vs cortisol) (two‐way ANOVA; *F* ~2,24~ = 3.87, *P* = 0.035), there was no significant difference between WT and homozygous siblings in two group comparison (*t* test; genotype \[WT\]:treatment \[CORT\] vs genotype \[hom\]:treatment \[CORT\]; *t* = −0.73, *P* = 0.51).

3.6. Rapid locomotor response to abrupt light change is decreased in *nr3c1* mutant zebrafish {#gbb12549-sec-0015}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After confirming that increased locomotor response to acute stressors is dependent, significantly or near significantly, on HPI axis activation via *mc2r* and subsequent GC signaling, we asked whether or not GC signal transmission requires the canonical GR (*nr3c1*). We generated canonical GR (*nr3c1*; CR type II) mutant zebrafish strains by targeting exon 2 (*nr3c1* ^*mn61*^ and *nr3c1* ^*mn62*^) or exon 5 (*nr3c1* ^*mn63*^, *nr3c1* ^*mn64*^ and *nr3c1* ^*mn65*^) of the *nr3c1* gene with Transcription activator‐like effector nucleases (TALENs) (Table [S2](#gbb12549-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Exon designation is based on transcript variant isoform 1. The frame‐shift mutations occur at amino acid residue A311 (mn61) or G305 (mn62), resulting in scrambled amino acids after the frame‐shift and a premature stop codon at amino acid residue 327 or 318 for exon 2 alleles, respectively. Exon 5 frameshifts occur at amino acid residue P495 (mn63), Q496 (mn64) or Q496 (mn65) and result in scrambled amino acids until reaching a premature stop at position 504, 504 or 507 for exon 5 alleles, respectively, when using the canonical transcription and start codon.

When 5‐dpf larvae were subject to abrupt light changes, *nr3c1* homozygous mutant siblings (both exons 2 and 5) showed a significantly decreased locomotor response compared with that of WT siblings (Figure [4](#gbb12549-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A,B). Locomotor response differed significantly based on the genotype and exposure (*nr3c1* ^*mn61*^ and *nr3c1* ^*mn62*^; exon 2; two‐way ANOVA; *F* ~2,449~ = 21.93, *P* \< 0.0005). Locomotor response was significantly different based on the genotype (single factor; *F* ~2,449~ = 12.06, *P* \< 0.0005) or exposure (single factor; *F* ~1,449~ = 779.59, *P* \< 0.0005). Likewise, locomotor response (*nr3c1* ^*mn63*^, *nr3c1* ^*mn63*^ and *nr3c1* ^*mn63*^; exon 5) was significantly different based on the genotype and exposure (two‐way ANOVA; *F* ~2,934~ = 11.46, *P* \< 0.0005). Locomotor response significantly differed based on the genotype (single factor; *F* ~2,934~ = 11.22, *P* \< 0.0005) or exposure (single factor; *F* ~1,934~ = 606.71, *P* \< 0.0005). The increase in locomotion in WT and het siblings occurs within 5 minutes after a 50‐second exposure to white light (Figure [4](#gbb12549-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A,B). This observation supports that locomotor response to abrupt light change requires rapid GC‐GR signaling via the canonical GR (*nr3c1*).

![*nr3c1* larvae: Locomotor response to acute stressors. We examined the acute response of larvae derived from natural crosses of *nr3c1* ^*+/−*^ fish (WT \[+/+\], heterozygous \[+/−\] or homozygous \[−/−\]) in several assays. Dual light assays for (A) *nr3c1* ^*ex2*^ and (B) *nr3c1* ^*ex5*^. NaCl assays for (C) *nr3c1* ^*ex2*^ and (D) *nr3c1* ^*ex5*^. Cinnamon oil control assays for (E) *nr3c1* ^*ex2*^ and (F) *nr3c1* ^*ex5*^. (G) Dual light assays and (H) cinnamon oil assays following incubation with mifepristone, a GR antagonist. Line graphs in (A) to (H) show the rolling mean of the larval distance moved (5 dpf). The locomotor activity at each second is the mean distance fish moved during the preceding 60 seconds (mean ± 95%CI \[shading\]). Bar graphs in (A) to (H) show the mean distance larvae moved over the time course (mm/min; mean ± 95%CI) (baseline: 5 minutes; posttreatment: 20 minutes \[light assays\], 30 minutes \[NaCl assays\] or 10 minutes \[cinnamon oil control assays\]). In bar graphs, different letters indicate a significant difference between groups (Tukey\'s honest significant difference test, *P* \< 0.05). The number of individual larvae measured is shown at the base of each bar graph](GBB-18-na-g003){#gbb12549-fig-0004}

While the canonical GR (*nr3c1*) is required to respond to sudden light changes, it does not as dramatically impact changes measured following sudden salinity changes. When 5‐dpf larvae were challenged with 100 mM NaCl, *nr3c1* ^*ex5*^ homozygous mutants showed a near significant decrease in locomotor response compared with that of WT siblings, whereas *nr3c1* ^*ex2*^ homozygous siblings showed a moderate, but nonsignificant, reduction in locomotor response (Figure [4](#gbb12549-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}C,D). Locomotor response (*nr3c1* ^*ex2*^) did not differ based on the genotype, treatment (VEH vs NaCl), and exposure (three‐way ANOVA; *F* ~2,734~ = 0.1, *P* = 0.907). Locomotor response significantly differed based on treatment and exposure (two‐way ANOVA; *F* ~1,734~ = 185.94, *P* \< 0.0005). Other factors did not significantly alter locomotor response (two‐way ANOVA; genotype and exposure \[*F* ~2,734~ = 0.34, *P* = 0.713\] or genotype and treatment \[*F* ~2,734~ = 0.23, *P* = 0.80\]). However, albeit not significant, locomotor response (*nr3c1* ^*ex5*^) differences were near significant based on the genotype, treatment and exposure (three‐way ANOVA; *F* ~2,377~ = 2.45, *P* = 0.088). Locomotor response significantly differed based on the treatment and exposure (two‐way ANOVA; *F* ~1,377~ = 62.14, *P* \< 0.0005). Other factors did not significantly modify locomotor response (two‐way ANOVA; genotype and exposure \[near significant; *F* ~2,377~ = 2.82, *P* = 0.061\] or genotype and treatment \[*F* ~2,377~ = 0.67, *P* = 0.51\]). Locomotor response in *nr3c1* exon 5 differed with a greater magnitude based on the genotype, treatment and exposure compared with that in *nr3c1* exon 2.

Upon cinnamon oil challenge, *nr3c1* homozygous mutants (both exons 2 and 5) showed a comparable locomotor response to that of WT siblings within the initial 10‐minute window, showing their locomotor capacity was preserved (Figure [4](#gbb12549-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}E,F). Locomotor response (*nr3c1* ^*ex2*^) to cinnamon oil challenges did not differ based on the genotype, treatment and exposure (three‐way ANOVA; *F* ~2,660~ = 2.06, *P* = 0.128). Locomotor response significantly differ based on the treatment and exposure (*F* ~1,660~ = 296.57, *P* \< 0.0005). Other factors did not modify locomotor response (two‐way ANOVA; genotype and exposure \[*F* ~2,660~ = 0.94, *P* = 0.392\] or genotype and treatment \[*F* ~2,660~ = 0.07, *P* = 0.932\]). Similarly, locomotor response (*nr3c1* ^*ex5*^) did not differ based on the genotype, treatment and exposure (three‐way ANOVA; *F* ~2,377~ = 0.14, *P* = 0.869). Locomotor response significantly differed based on the treatment and exposure (two‐way ANOVA; *F* ~1,377~ = 87.91, *P* \< 0.0005). Other factors did not modify locomotor response (two‐way ANOVA; genotype and exposure \[*F* ~2,377~ = 0.61, *P* = 0.542\] or genotype and treatment \[*F* ~2,377~ = 0.15, *P* = 0.861\]). The cinnamon oil assays for the alleles on *nr3c1* ^*ex2*^ and *nr3c1* ^*ex5*^ show that there was no difference in locomotion due to genotype in response to the treatment at pre‐ or postexposure, and that the locomotor capacity of these mutants was not impaired.

We hypothesized that, if decreased locomotor response to abrupt light change in *nr3c1* homozygotes is dependent on *nr3c1*, a canonical GR antagonist, mifepristone (RU38486), would block the stressor stimulated locomotion in WT fish replicating our findings with *nr3c1* loss‐of‐function alleles. Treating WT fish (5 dpf) with varying doses of mifepristone (5, 7.5 or 10 μM) resulted in significantly decreased locomotor responses at 7.5 μM, a dose that still maintained a rapid responsiveness to cinnamon oil (Figure [4](#gbb12549-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}G,H). At 5 μM, locomotor response was comparable to VEH‐treated fish whereas 10 μM mifepristone significantly decreased locomotion in both abrupt light change and cinnamon oil challenge.

In light assays, locomotor response significantly differed based on the mifepristone dose (VEH, 5, 7.5 or 10 μM) and exposure (two‐way ANOVA; *F* ~3,1439~ = 132.50, *P* \< 0.0005). In addition, locomotion significantly differed based on the mifepristone dose (single factor; *F* ~3,1439~ = 107.82, *P* \< 0.0005) or exposure (single factor; *F* ~1,1439~ = 508.30, *P* \< 0.0005). Similarly, in cinnamon oil assays, locomotor response significantly differed based on the mifepristone dose, treatment (VEH vs cinn) and exposure (three‐way ANOVA; *F* ~3,1387~ = 16.30, *P* \< 0.0005). Locomotion significantly differed based on all combinations of two‐way interactions (treatment and exposure \[*F* ~1,1387~ = 561.21, *P* \< 0.0005\], mifepristone dose and exposure \[*F* ~3,1387~ = 6.38, *P* \< 0.0005\] or mifepristone dose and treatment \[*F* ~3,1387~ = 11.6, *P* \< 0.0005\]).

These outcomes show that 7.5 μM mifepristone, a dose that does not impact locomotor response to cinnamon oil challenges as compared with VEH‐treated fish (*t* test; mif dose \[VEH\]:treatment \[cinn\]:exposure \[post\] vs mif dose \[7.5 μM\]:treatment \[cinn\]:exposure \[post\]; *t* = −0.12, *P* = 0.91), inhibits locomotor response to light illumination changes (*t* test; mif dose \[VEH\]:exposure \[post\] vs mif dose \[7.5 μM\]:exposure \[post\], *t* = −13.24, *P* \< 0.0005). These results show that genetic loss‐of‐function of the canonical *nr3c1* and *nr3c1* antagonist (mifepristone) treatment led to a similar behavioral response to acute light changes.

3.7. Rapid locomotor response to acute stressors is not decreased in *nr3c2* mutants {#gbb12549-sec-0016}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We tested whether or not MR (CR type I) is required for rapid locomotor response. Using TALENs, we generated MR mutant zebrafish strains in exon 2 (*nr3c2* ^*mn66*^ and *nr3c2* ^*mn67*^) of the *nr3c2* gene (Table [S2](#gbb12549-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The frame‐shift mutations occur at amino acid residue E445 (mn66) or T444 (mn67), resulting in scrambled amino acids after the frame‐shift and a premature stop codon at amino acid residue 449 or 453, respectively, when using the canonical transcript and start codon. When 5‐dpf larvae were subject to abrupt light changes, *nr3c2* homozygous mutant siblings showed a comparable locomotor response to that of WT siblings (Figure [5](#gbb12549-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}A). Locomotor response did not differ based on the genotype and exposure (two‐way ANOVA; *F* ~2,431~ = 0.22, *P* = 0.805). Locomotor response significantly increased across all genotype postexposure to white light (single factor; *F* ~1,431~ = 500.53, *P* \< 0.0005). Locomotor response did not differ based on the genotype (single factor; *F* ~2,431~ = 0.65, *P* = 0.524).

![*nr3c2* larvae: Locomotor response to acute stressors. We examined the acute response of larvae derived from natural crosses of *nr3c2* ^*+/−*^ fish (WT \[+/+\], heterozygous \[+/−\] or homozygous \[−/−\]) or injected with high efficiency, bi‐allelic TALENs targeting GFP sequences or *nr3c2* exon 2 in several assays. (A) Dual light assays for *nr3c2* larvae. (B) NaCl assays for TALEN‐injected WT larvae. (C) Dual light assays or (D) cinnamon oil assays following incubation with spironolactone, a MR antagonist. Line graphs in (A) to (D) show the rolling mean of the larval distance moved (5 dpf). The locomotor activity at each second is the mean distance fish moved during the preceding 60 seconds (mean ± 95%CI \[shading\]). Bar graphs in (A) to (D) show the mean distance larvae moved over the time course (mm/min; mean ± 95%CI) (baseline: 5 minutes; posttreatment: 20 minutes \[light assays\] or 30 minutes \[NaCl assays\]). In bar graphs, different letters indicate a significant difference between groups (Tukey\'s honest significant difference test, *P* \< 0.05). The number of individual larvae measured is shown at the base of each bar graph](GBB-18-na-g004){#gbb12549-fig-0005}

Consistent with the results of germline mutant fish in dual‐light assays, when 5‐dpf WT larvae injected with high‐efficiency, biallelic TALENs targeting *nr3c2* exon 2 were challenged with 100 mM NaCl, *nr3c2* ^*ex2_TALEN_inj*^ fish showed a comparable locomotor response to that of WT siblings sham‐injected with GFP sequence targeting TALENs (Figure [5](#gbb12549-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}B). Locomotor response did not differ based on the injection reagent (VEH vs *nr3c2*‐targeting TALEN), treatment (VEH vs NaCl) and exposure (three‐way ANOVA; *F* ~1,824~ = 0.09, *P* = 0.77). Locomotor response significantly differed based on the treatment and exposure (two‐way ANOVA; *F* ~1,824~ = 163.72, *P* \< 0.0005). Other factors did not alter locomotor response (two‐way ANOVA; injection reagent and exposure \[*F* ~1,824~ = 1.44, *P* = 0.231\] or injection reagent and treatment \[*F* ~1,824~ = 0.027, *P* = 0.87\]).

We hypothesized that, if locomotor response to abrupt light change does not require *nr3c2*, an MR antagonist, spironolactone, would not block the locomotion in WT fish replicating the finding. Treating WT larval fish (5 dpf) with varying doses of spironolactone (5, 10 or 20 μM) resulted in a slight, but significantly increased locomotor response at 10 μM that did not significantly change responsiveness to cinnamon oil (Figure [5](#gbb12549-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}C).

In light assays, locomotor response did not differ based on the drug dose (VEH, 5, 10 or 20 μM) and exposure (two‐way ANOVA; *F* ~3,1046~ = 1.57, *P* = 0.196). However, locomotor response differed based on the drug dose (single factor; *F* ~3,1046~ = 5.05, *P* = 0.002) or exposure (single factor; *F* ~1,1046~ = 788.06, *P* \< 0.0005). In cinnamon oil assays, locomotor response significantly differed based on the drug dose, treatment and exposure (three‐way ANOVA; *F* ~3,1042~ = 2.94, *P* = 0.032). Locomotor response significantly differed based on the treatment and exposure (two‐way ANOVA; *F* ~1,1042~ = 471.83, *P* \< 0.0005). Other two‐way interactions did not alter locomotor response (drug dose and exposure \[*F* ~3,1042~ = 0.64, *P* = 0.587\] or drug dose and treatment \[*F* ~3,1042~ = 1.46, *P* = 0.224\]).

At 5 through 20 μM of spironolactone applications, locomotor response to light illumination changes was comparable or slightly increased compared with that of VEH‐treated fish. Locomotor response to cinnamon oil challenges produced similar outcomes except that, at 20 μM, the locomotor response was significantly decreased (Figure [5](#gbb12549-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}C,D). This observation supports that *nr3c2* is not necessary for locomotor response to abrupt light change at the doses that do not produce more generalized effects on locomotion (shown by response to cinnamon oil challenge comparable to VEH‐treated fish). These results show that genetic loss‐of‐function of the canonical *nr3c2* and *nr3c2* antagonist (spironolactone) treatment led to a similar behavioral response pattern to acute light changes in that the locomotion is not affected or slightly increased (Figure [5](#gbb12549-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}A,C).

4. DISCUSSION {#gbb12549-sec-0017}
=============

We showed that locomotor response to abrupt changes in light illumination or salinity requires HPI axis function, including activation of GC synthesis via *mc2r* (ACTH receptor) and canonical GR (*nr3c1*) activity. The locomotor response did not require MR (*nr3c2*). Knocking out MR leads to a slightly increased locomotor trend in *nr3c2* exon 2 homozygous siblings. The locomotor response phenotypes of homozygous mutant fish in CR type II (GR) or I (MR) are replicated in mifepristone (GR antagonist) or spironolactone (MR antagonist) treatment, respectively, leading to a significant decrease or increase in locomotion. The behavioral assay in this study sensitively reflects perturbations in HPI axis. Thus, the assay paradigm may be useful to screen for genetic or environmental modifiers of rapid responses of the HPI axis and investigate the role that rapid GC signaling plays in behavioral adaptation.

4.1. Different variables produce diverse locomotor profiles, including developmental stage, modality of the stressor and intensity of the stressor {#gbb12549-sec-0018}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Locomotor response varied depending on the developmental stages. Whereas larval fish at 3 dpf did not show increased locomotion following white light illumination, larvae at 4 or 5 dpf responded to the changes with significantly increased locomotion (Figure [2](#gbb12549-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}B). This agrees with the finding that zebrafish do not robustly respond to exogenous stimuli with cortisol secretion until 4 dpf on (96 hpf) even though the HPI axis begins developing after 2 dpf.[37](#gbb12549-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#gbb12549-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} However, when larvae on 3 dpf were challenged with cinnamon oil, they showed the most robust locomotor response compared with larvae on 4 and 5 dpf (Figure [2](#gbb12549-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}C). Such difference shows that locomotor response to different stimuli may develop at different schedules.

Different environmental stressors (light or salinity) produced distinct locomotor profiles. While abrupt light changes elicited a faster increase in locomotion peaking in 5 minutes after light change, abrupt salinity changes led to increased locomotion that peaked at about 15 minutes. Different sensory pathways are likely to determine the response profile. Changes in illumination are detected through the visual system while those in osmolarity are via osmoregulatory systems.[41](#gbb12549-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#gbb12549-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} Whereas sensing changes in illumination can be immediate, the time domain required to sense changes in osmolarity outside and inside the body and to initiate physiological and behavioral responses such as ion filtration changes and locomotion takes longer. A noxious stimulus (cinnamon oil) produces a distinct locomotor profile to those produced by light illumination and salinity change. While illumination or mild salinity changes are not threatening to zebrafish survival, stimulations by cinnamon oil may be perceived threatening as it is sensed through the *trpa1b* channel that mediates noxious and painful stimuli in mammals (*TRPA1*).[45](#gbb12549-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} A unique feature of locomotor responses to cinnamon oil challenges is that the response quickly rose regardless of the genotype and more rapidly subsided in homozygous mutants. For instance, whereas the locomotor response of all homozygous mutants (*mc2r* or *nr3c1* ^*ex5*^) to cinnamon oil challenge was comparable to that of WT and het siblings for the first 10 to 15 minutes periods following treatment, the locomotor response in homozygous mutants did not last as long as that of WT or het siblings did (Figure [3](#gbb12549-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}C,F). This quicker tapering of locomotor response in homozygotes may be indicative of a potential involvement of HPA axis activation and GC signaling in the continued response to a noxious stimulus. Robust locomotor response to cinnamon oil during the early window (initial 10 minutes) shows that *mc2r* or *nr3c1* homozygous mutant siblings have intact locomotor capability.

Varying lengths of white light illumination produced distinct locomotor profiles. Longer illuminations (10 or 30 minutes) produced increased locomotion compared with shorter illuminations (15, 30 or 60 seconds) (Figure [2](#gbb12549-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A). Varying concentrations of NaCl produce quantitatively (more or less) and temporally (quicker or slower) different responses. The stimulus that we chose was 100 mM NaCl. Seawater is at about 600 mM and freshwater in rivers is at about 1 mM NaCl.[52](#gbb12549-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#gbb12549-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} The salinity in a zebrafish body is about 150 mM, which is similar to that in humans.[54](#gbb12549-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#gbb12549-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} Although the concentration (100 mM) in our stimulation is higher than that of freshwater, it is far less than that of seawater and below the physiological salinity in zebrafish body. This would not reverse the normal physiology of zebrafish in which the animal maintains osmotic homeostasis in hypotonic environments.[56](#gbb12549-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#gbb12549-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} Such concentration of 100 mM salt is not likely to be overwhelming. In NaCl dose curve experiments, 200 mM NaCl challenge induced a quicker response reaching the peak response before 10 minutes (Figure [2](#gbb12549-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}E). NaCl concentrations greater than or equal to 150 mM led to a decreased total locomotor response, compared with those challenged with 100 mM NaCl, which may indicate physiologically detrimental effects at those higher concentrations (150 or 200 mM).

4.2. Whole‐body cortisol levels are congruent with locomotor response profiles {#gbb12549-sec-0019}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The temporal profiles of locomotion coincided with changes in whole‐body cortisol levels. Light changes induced significantly increased cortisol levels from 5 to 15 minutes after the white light illumination (Figure [2](#gbb12549-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}) while 100 mM NaCl application led to peak cortisol levels at 20 minutes.[50](#gbb12549-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} In addition, the rapid decrease in cortisol levels between 15 and 20 minutes in dual light assays (Figure [2](#gbb12549-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}C) implies that there is a mechanism that quickly degrades or excretes cortisol enabling a tight regulation of cortisol availability. In light assays that utilized varying lengths of white light illumination, locomotor response peak was significantly higher when longer illuminations occurred (Figure [2](#gbb12549-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A). It will be of interest to test cortisol levels or mutant behavior following longer light exposures. After high levels of cortisol are detected, gradual decrease in cortisol levels is reported in zebrafish that takes between 30 minutes and 2 hours in larval or adult zebrafish.[58](#gbb12549-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#gbb12549-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} The rate of cortisol degradation in vivo is not well established due to the differences in cortisol quantification (eg, amount per embryo or amount in the trunk of an adult fish). In our studies, the hyperosmotic stress assays with 100 mM NaCl showed a degradation rate of about 25 pg body cortisol per min[50](#gbb12549-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} while the dual assays showed approximately 2.5 pg body cortisol per min (Figure [2](#gbb12549-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}D). The mechanisms that regulate cortisol bioavailability may be an important area of research in the context of neuropsychiatric disorders.

4.3. *mc2r* knockouts show more pronounced phenotypes compared with those of CR knockouts {#gbb12549-sec-0020}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*mc2r* homozygous knockouts showed severely decreased locomotor responses when challenged with acute stressors (Figure [3](#gbb12549-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A,B). On the other hand, *nr3c1* sibling embryos showed more nuanced outcomes. In light assays, significant interactions between the genotype (WT, het or hom) and exposure (pre‐ vs postexposure) were found in both *nr3c1* ^*ex2*^ and *nr3c1* ^*ex5*^. However, in hyperosmotic stress assays, there was no significant three‐way interaction among the genotype (WT, het or hom), treatment type (VEH vs NaCl) or exposure (pre‐ vs postexposure) in both *nr3c1* ^*ex2*^ and *nr3c1* ^*ex5*^. However, the *P* values were 0.088 for *nr3c1* ^*ex5*^ and 0.907 for *nr3c1* ^*ex2*^, showing that there is a stronger interaction effect in *nr3c1* ^*ex5*^.

The difference between *mc2r* and *nr3c1* knockouts may result from the fact that *mc2r* is the primary receptor for systemic on‐demand cortisol synthesis. *mc2r* is a member of melanocortin receptor family, expressed in interrenal cells at high levels and detectable in adipose tissue.[17](#gbb12549-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#gbb12549-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} *mc2r* gene products specifically bind to ACTH while other melanocortin receptor members (eg, *mc1r, mc3r*‐*mc5r*) bind to melanocyte stimulating hormone as well as ACTH.[61](#gbb12549-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#gbb12549-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#gbb12549-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"} *mc2r* initiates corticosteroid synthesis by increasing cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) levels, which in turn increases free cholesterol levels available for mitochondrial transport where corticosteroid synthesis occurs.[64](#gbb12549-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} Thus, significant loss of cortisol may result in decreased locomotor phenotype.

However, this ACTH‐*mc2r*‐cAMP‐dependent signaling is not the only biosynthetic pathway for cortisol. There are multiple pathways and hormones that stimulate cortisol synthesis in distinct contexts. For osmoregulation, atrial natriuretic peptide, urotensin I and II, renin and angiotensin I and II have shown to result in increased cortisol levels,[65](#gbb12549-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#gbb12549-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#gbb12549-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"} each of which appears to perform its biological functions in coordination with or independent of the HPI axis. For example, angiotensin II modulates osmoregulatory processes (ie, sodium uptake) with or without cortisol, indicating redundant pathways and complex regulatory landscape.[68](#gbb12549-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#gbb12549-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#gbb12549-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#gbb12549-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} For local immunomodulation, extra‐adrenal cortisol synthesis has been found in various tissues such as the skin and intestine.[72](#gbb12549-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#gbb12549-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#gbb12549-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} Thus, it is likely that *mc2r* homozygous mutants still have certain levels of cortisol. However, HPI axis activation via *mc2r* appears to be indispensable in rapid locomotor response to acute stressors based on our findings that decreased locomotor phenotypes of *mc2r* are reproduced in two distinct stressors (light illumination vs salinity changes) mediated through different biological processes (visual system vs osmoregulation). Therefore, quantifying cortisol levels in *mc2r*, *nr3c1* and *nr3c2* homozygous mutants in future investigations will be important to elucidate the extent to which cortisol levels contribute to behavioral response to acute stressors.

Another possible explanation for the observed difference between *mc2r* and *nr3c1* knockouts is that the *mc2r* gene has a simpler regulatory environment than *nr3c1* does. *mc2r* has two exons and only exon 2 is protein coding. The Mc2r protein is a trans‐membrane protein with only one known transcript and translational isoform.[62](#gbb12549-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [75](#gbb12549-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}, [76](#gbb12549-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"} In contrast, *NR3C1* in humans has eight translated exons (exon 2 through 9) and nine untranslated alternative first exons, each with a different promoter. There are also two exon 9s producing the 3′ splice variants, GRα or GRβ transcript.[77](#gbb12549-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}, [78](#gbb12549-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"} Each GRα or GRβ has seven known alternative translational isoforms.[79](#gbb12549-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}, [80](#gbb12549-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"} The GR gene product forms a cytoplasmic complex with chaperone proteins, is involved in various signaling pathways, and functions as a transcription factor.[81](#gbb12549-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}, [82](#gbb12549-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"} The complex environment regulating GR function points to the possibility that diverse Nr3c1 isoforms may play differential roles in distinct tasks, tissues or neural circuits. Although all the transcriptional and translational isoforms are not investigated in zebrafish yet, *nr3c1* has a strong homology to *NR3C1* and produces alternative α and β transcripts.[83](#gbb12549-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} In this context, our frame‐shift mutations in either exon 2 or 5 might not completely eliminate all the gene products. For example, alternative translational isoforms downstream of a premature stop codon may still produce functional proteins that play a role in our behavioral assays. This line of thought is supported by the fact that three‐way interaction was close to statistical significance in *nr3c1* ^*ex5*^ (*P* = 0.088) compared with that in *nr3c1* ^*ex2*^ (*P* = 0.907) in our hyperosmotic assays. Moreover, in addition to alternative promoters, genes often have alternative splicing that results in skipping of an exon(s) with an indel, which is a possibility considering that there is a GR‐P transcript in humans that skips exons 8 and 9.[78](#gbb12549-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"} Still, it is also likely that hyperosmotic assays that use salinity changes as the stimulant may involve more organ systems, physiologic processes, and signaling pathways involved in osmotic homeostasis, making the locomotor response to NaCl more variable compared with dual‐light assays.

4.4. GR may play a role during development, signaling or both {#gbb12549-sec-0021}
-------------------------------------------------------------

When GR (*nr3c1*) is genetically knocked out or pharmacologically blocked (mifepristone) between 4 and 5 dpf, the locomotion is significantly attenuated in light assays. Two alternative hypotheses for this observation may be proposed. One is that GR is needed during development to establish the tone of the HPA axis and the other being GR is needed for direct and rapid signaling while the locomotor response is occurring. In rodent models, GR knockout animals often display depression‐like behavioral changes, as well as neuroendocrine abnormalities.[84](#gbb12549-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}, [85](#gbb12549-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"} In general, when GR is knocked out, feedback inhibition by GC is impaired and a constitutively high secretion of CRH, ACTH and cortisol ensues, which in turn leads to downregulation of GC receptors, GC resistance and blunted SR to external stimuli.[3](#gbb12549-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} In our assay paradigm, the subject fish are 5 dpf, and are naive to stress. Loss of GR in these fish during the development of the HPI axis may result in altered functions of the axis and SR. To test the developmental hypothesis against the alternative hypothesis that GR is needed for direct and rapid signaling during the locomotor response, conditional zebrafish strains would be useful to knockout or rescue GR at specific time points before or after day 5 to investigate the effects of loss of GR during HPI axis development.

4.5. Absence of phenotypes in MR knockouts calls for in‐depth investigations {#gbb12549-sec-0022}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

When MR is genetically knocked out or pharmacologically blocked (spironolactone; Spr) between 4 and 5 dpf, the locomotion is comparable to that of WT or significantly increased in light assays, respectively. The small but significantly increased locomotor response in Spr treatment (Figure [5](#gbb12549-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}C) indicates that there is a possibility that the MR knockout allele that we generated might not be a complete loss‐of‐function allele. The current MR homozygous mutants (*nr3c2* ^−/−^) are generated from frameshift mutations (7 or 55 del) in exon 2. There may be some residual gene function remaining from alternative transcripts or translational isoforms, like other steroid hormone receptor family members including membrane progesterone receptors,[86](#gbb12549-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}, [87](#gbb12549-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"} membrane thyroid hormone receptors[88](#gbb12549-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"} and *nr3c1*.[80](#gbb12549-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"} As Spr treatment yielded an increased locomotor phenotype, we hypothesize that a complete deletion or loss of *nr3c2* gene function would result in significantly increased locomotor response in homozygous mutants.

On the other hand, increased locomotion per se does not fully ascertain the nature of Spr action on MR. Spr has been shown to be a zebrafish MR agonist in cell culture studies where a reporter construct was used to quantify the activity levels, while being an antagonist for human MR.[89](#gbb12549-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}, [90](#gbb12549-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"} Still, in primary trout gill epithelium culture, Spr showed MR antagonist properties.[91](#gbb12549-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"} Spr effects are also species dependent. In gill explants, Spr could inhibit cortisol‐stimulated Na^+^‐K^+^‐ATPase mRNA expression in ionocytes in Atlantic salmon[92](#gbb12549-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"} and in striped bass, but not in tilapia.[93](#gbb12549-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"} In these studies, the action of Spr on various teleost MRs was characterized in the context of osmoregulation. However, in teleost fish, MR is highly expressed in the brain but not in osmoregulatory organs such as the gill, kidney and gut.[94](#gbb12549-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}, [95](#gbb12549-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"} In addition to such expression patterns, it has been well established that cortisol in teleosts functions as both GC and mineralocorticoid, governing both metabolism and osmoregulation through GR and MR.[41](#gbb12549-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#gbb12549-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}, [96](#gbb12549-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"}, [97](#gbb12549-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, it is difficult to draw any conclusions on what the absence of phenotypes in MR genetic knockout or what increased locomotion in response to Spr treatment means. Currently, more investigations are needed to determine whether Spr increased locomotor response through agonistic or antagonistic interactions with MR. In tetrapods, MR is highly expressed in the limbic areas of the brain, has a 10‐fold higher affinity for GCs than the canonical GR, and may be plasma membrane associated in mammals.[98](#gbb12549-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"}, [99](#gbb12549-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"} Membrane‐localized MRs display 10‐ to 20‐fold lower affinity to cortisol compared with nuclear MR despite encoded by the same gene, *Nr3c2*, in mice,[100](#gbb12549-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}, [101](#gbb12549-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"} implying isoforms or differential conformations of the same gene product. It is tempting to speculate that Spr effects on MR may be different depending on the isoforms or conformational arrangements of the MR. Similarly, high expression of MR in the brain in teleosts implies its critical roles in the nervous system including the SR.[102](#gbb12549-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}, [103](#gbb12549-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"} It will be important to look into whether or not there are any compensatory mechanisms that mask the loss of MR functions using our assay platform.

4.6. Studying rapid GC signaling in animals may provide insights into SR {#gbb12549-sec-0023}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Nongenomic GC signaling drives rapid behavioral changes via the central nervous system within minutes of stimulation, which range from reproductive behavior to response to novel environments. These behavioral changes are observed in a variety of vertebrate species such as amphibians,[104](#gbb12549-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"}, [105](#gbb12549-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"} birds[106](#gbb12549-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"}, [107](#gbb12549-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"} and rodents[108](#gbb12549-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"}, [109](#gbb12549-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"} and exemplify the conserved nature of rapid action of GCs and their cognate receptors in animal behaviors. In amphibians (rough‐skinned newts), GC signaling that rapidly reduces male reproductive behavior is mediated via a population of medullary neurons in the brainstem.[110](#gbb12549-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"} In many species, neural tissues and pathways driving those adaptive behavioral changes remain to be identified. We investigated the essential role of rapid GC signaling in the context of locomotor responses to acute changes in the environment. Our findings show that rapid locomotor response is an adaptive response dependent on HPI axis activation and the canonical GR.

At the cellular level, nongenomic GC‐CR signaling rapidly alters various aspects of neuronal physiology and functions. GC signaling swiftly (seconds‐minutes) modulates membrane potential, firing rates,[111](#gbb12549-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}, [112](#gbb12549-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"} ion conductance and intracellular Ca^2+^ levels.[111](#gbb12549-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}, [113](#gbb12549-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"}, [114](#gbb12549-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"} GC signaling decreases glutamatergic inputs and increases GABAergic inputs to postsynaptic peptidergic neurons in the paraventricular nucleus (PVN) of the hypothalamus. Such decrease and increase of glutamatergic and GABAergic inputs are mediated by retrograde release of endocannabinoid and neuronal nitric oxide, respectively.[115](#gbb12549-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}, [116](#gbb12549-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"}, [117](#gbb12549-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"} Some of these findings have been replicated in animal models, yet it needs to be investigated what the neuronal changes observed in vitro mean in the context of adaptive SR. Our assay system and what we are learning from modeling stress in zebrafish will be a useful platform to screen for such neural pathways and molecular components. In fact, we have identified several genetic loci that alter the rapid locomotor response to salt challenge including novel genes discovered in a pilot screen of random insertional mutants[43](#gbb12549-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} and targeted knockouts of cannabinoid receptor 1 (*cnr1*) or fatty acid amide hydrolase 2a (*faah2a*).[42](#gbb12549-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}

4.7. Multiple mutant strains validate observed phenotypes {#gbb12549-sec-0024}
---------------------------------------------------------

Customizable nucleases generated frameshift mutations at target loci. Three different *mc2r* mutant alleles, five different *nr3c1* mutant alleles (two in exon 2 and three in exon 5), and two different *nr3c2* mutant alleles were isolated (Table [S2](#gbb12549-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Each mutant strain was independently maintained as a heterozygous allele for more than four generations because zebrafish do not tolerate inbreeding and resulting homozygosity well. Homozygous siblings were only produced by in‐crossing heterozygous parents for each experiment. The observed behavioral phenotypes of homozygotes in each gene were reproduced in each allele and in trans‐heterozygotes. In addition, the majority of the behavioral assays were performed after three generations of out‐breeding (F4 generation or later) except for a few hyperosmotic stress assays conducted with *mc2r* F2\'s or *nr3c2* TALEN‐injected somatic mutants. The multiple alleles and extensive outbreeding in this study render strong support that the phenotypes result from the loss of function of the targeted gene and not from any off target or genetic bystander effects.
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**Figure S1**. Spectrograms of light illumination. The intensities of white or infrared light were measured at each wavelength using a miniature spectrometer (STS‐VIS or STS‐NIR; Ocean Optics, Inc.). The graphs were generated by OceanView spectroscopy software (ver. 1.5.0; Ocean Optics, Inc.). (A) White light at the high intensity setting of the Light Box shows the wavelength distribution between approximately 430 to 710 nm with the peak intensity level at around 1300. White light at the high intensity was used for white light illumination during the dual light assays. (B) White light at the medium intensity setting in the Light Box shows the same wavelength distribution with the decreased peak intensity at around 650. White light at the medium intensity was used as white light illumination during the hyperosmotic (NaCl) or cinnamon oil assays. (C) Infrared light at the high intensity shows the wavelength distribution between approximately 790 and 880 nm with the peak intensity level at around 450. Infrared light was used during the dual light assay
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